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Connections between the Great Salt Lake (GSL) volume (V) and large

scale climate variations are developed through an analysis of the time 

series of the month-to-month differences in V (8 V), local precipitation and 

streamflow, and gridded U.S. sea level pressure and global temperature 

data. We isolate decadal and secular modes of climate variability that 

are coherent with 8 V variations. The decadal variations result from a 

low-frequency north-south shifting of storm tracks which influence winter 

precipitation. These variations describe nearly 18% of the interannual 

variance in 8V, while the secular trend accounts for only ""1.5%. The 

latter appears to arise from a combination of increased evaporation due to 

secular warming, and the influence of changes in atmospheric circulation 

on local precipitation, the combined effects of which largely cancel. 
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Forecasting hydrological systems requires an understanding of the long-term cli

mate variability that drives them. Empirical analyses of hydroclimatic data that 

demonstrate the connection in space and time between hydrologic and climatic phen

emena is a key step in this process. Several workers (1) have related large-scale 

J.tmospheric circulation to regional precipitation and streamflow patterns. This holds 

promise for relating variability in large-scale atmospheric circulation and hydrologi

cal conditions. Decadal and longer time-scale variations are particularly important 

for understanding drought and protracted wet periods. Here, we demonstrate that 

large-scale climatic variability may explain variations in the Great Salt Lake (GSL) 

volume (V) on these time scales. 

The GSL, which is the fourth largest closed-basin saline lake in the world, provides 

an interesting case study because of its dramatic historical fluctuations (Fig. 1), and 

its emphasis of lower frequencies through a spatial and temporal integration of cli

matic processes. The location of GSL in a mountainous, semi-arid environment (Fig. 

2) makes it sensitive to climatic signals. To clarify the connections between climatic 

variability and V, we analyze nearly century-long records of gridded U.S. sea level 

pressure (Pa ), gridded global temperature anomalies, local precipitation (Silver Lake

Brighton-SLB) and streamflow (Blacksmith Fork at Hyrum-BFH), and V (2). We 

resolve such connections by identifying coherence between at-site hydrological pro

cesses and dominant spatiotemporal modes of climatic variability established through 

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the gridded data in the frequency domain 

(3). Variations in large-scale Pa pat.terns reflect changes in atmospheric circulation 

that affect regional precipitation, and hence V. Temperature fluctuations associated 

with large-scale climatic variability may also influence V through their effect on evap

oration. It is convenient to analyze the monthly-differenced V record (~V) rather 

than V itself, as the former responds more directly to precipitative and evaporative 

fluxes. 

We concentrate on the decadal and secular time scales associated with statisti

cally significant peaks in the SVD variance spectra of the the sea level pressure and 

temperature fields (Fig. 3). The sum of the secular and quasidecadal reconstructions 
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of ~ V (Fig. 4) explains roughly 20% of the total interannual variance in the record 

(4). Variability in at-site hydrology on these and interannual time scales is discussed 

elsewhere (5). Interannual variability in these records has been correlated with the 

EI Nino/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) (6) 

Decadal variability in atmospheric circulation (7), U.S. precipitation (8), and GSL 

volume specifically (9) has been associated with the ",,11 year sunspot cycle. We see 

(Fig. 5) that this is not a plausible explanation for the climatic variations observed in 

this study. Decadal signals nonetheless have been observed in a wide range of climatic 

fields, including gridded global surface temperature (10), North Atlantic sea level 

pressure, winds, and marine and air temperature (11), U.S. temperature (12), U.S. 

streamflow (13), and Great Basin precipitation (14). There is some evidence (10,11) 

that this variability has its origins in North Atlantic ocean-atmosphere interaction. 

A consistent decadal time-scale signal is evident in our analysis. The quasidecadal 

variations in Ps are coherent (Fig. 6) with the corresponding global temperature 

variations (10) at > 95% confidence level (15). Quasidecadal variations in ~ V, SLB 

precipitation, BFH streamflow (4), are significantly correlated with ea.chother, and 

anticorrelated with the local projection of the quasidecadal Ps mode (Fig. 7). Maxi

mum ~ V occurs at roughly 6-10 month lag relative to peak precipitation, consistent 

with expectations of the time scales associated with snow accumulation, melt and 

runoff processes. The large-scale pattern (Fig. 8) coincident with these conditions 

indicates a low pressure anomaly from the Great Basin through the Gulf of Mexico. 

The low pressure anomaly in the Great Basin is related to an increased likelihood 

for the storm track to shift southward from its typical location to the north (e.g., 

Montana/Idaho) into the GSL region (16), leading to enhanced winter precipitation. 

The precipitation response is non-linearly related to the Ps variations because a small 

southward shift in the storm track enhances precipitation considerably. Note (Fig. 7) 

that the Ps fluctuations of the 1970s, which were only slightly larger than those of the 

1940s, are associated with a dramatically higher response in precipitation, stream

flow, and ~ V. The opposite phase, when ~ V and local precipition/ streamflow are 

minimum, is associated with enhanced high pressure and a diversion of storms from 
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the Great Basin. The projection of the global temperature signal in the GSL region 

is weak, and temperature variations do not impact significantly on evaporation Thus, 

quasidecadal !:::.. V variations are driven largely by precipitation rather than evapora-

. tion changes. This is consistent with the results of analysis of at-site data reported 

elsewhere (5). 

The position of the low pressure trough, and high pressure centers off the Pa

cific coast, and towards southeastern Canada are reminiscent of the PNA circulation 

pattern which has been connected with decadal and interdecadal climate variability 

elsewhere (10,17). Dynamical consistency between the temperature and P8 fields is 

apparent, with anomalous southerly and northerly flow on either side of the large 

. cyclonic pressure anomaly associated with warm and cold temperature anomalies re

spectively. Warm anomalies off the Atlantic coast are consistent with anomalous 

easterly flow and decreased incidence of cold-air winter outbreaks suggested by the 

Ps pattern. Dynamical consistency of the Ps and global temperature patterns, along 

with clear statistical connections, suggests that the quasidecadal Ps variations, and 

their consequent impact on the at-site hydrological variations discussed above, are 

indeed related to global-scale climate variations. 

On secular time scales, increasing SLB-precipitation is well correlated with the 

local decreasing Ps (Fig. 9). The secular temperature mode exhibits a strong warming 

tendency through the late 1940s. Consistent with increased evaporation, !:::.. V tends to 

decrease, until about 1940. Thereafter, increasing precipitation seems to counteract 

the decline and !:::.. V increases. The local P8 signal is associated with a large-scale 

pattern (Fig. 10) indicating a developing low pressure anomaly over much of the 

U.S., particularly in the west, implying an enhanced presence of mid-latitude storms 

in the region. The trough is most pronounced to the north of GSL which may lead 

to enhanced precipitative forcing largely from the northern part of the basin. The 

temperature pattern is dominated by an overall warming, but regional variations in 

the magnitude of warming may be associated with indicated circulation anomalies. 

A compelling case can thus be made that low-frequency climatic signals drive 

variations in the Great Salt Lake volume on certain preferred time scales. Secular 
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climate variability leads to competing impacts on the lake through increasing tem

peratures that favor increased evaporation and changing circulation patterns that 

favor increased precipitation. Thus, the Great Salt Lake affords an example of how 

some systems may remain stationary even under a climate change scenario. On 

decadal time scales, quasiperiodic variations in atmospheric circulation drive lake 

volume variations through their effect on precipitation forcing of the lake. The as

sociated large-scale variations in atmospheric circulation are dynamically consistent 

with quasidecadal global temperature variations, and may be related to climatic vari

ability with an origin in North Atlantic ocean-atmosphere interaction. The latter 

variations, which describe almost 20% of the interannual variance in ~ V while not 

phase-coherent, may still offer prospects for improved forecasts of the Great Salt Lake 

volume. More generally, better forcasting of diverse hydroclimatic phenomena may 

be achieved through isolating the effects of low-frequency, large-scale climatic vari

ability. Dynamical modeling of regional hydrological systems, for example, should 

benefit from incorporating the effects of large-scale climatic forcing in boundary con

ditions, and statistical forcasting/ analysis techniques should benefit from making use 

of slowly-evolving climate and surface hydrology state variables. We hope that the 

present study will stimulate work in this area. 
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Figure Captions 

FIG. 1 

Great Salt Lake volume (V) monthly time series (in units of m3
) from 1899-1991. 

While the annual cycle is the most regular feature in the record, the decadal/interdecadal 

variability is considerably higher in amplitude. 

FIG. 2 

Location of GSL and relevant at-site hydrology/weather stations. 

FIG. 3 

Fractional variance explained by the first eigenvalue of the SVD as a function of 

frequency in cycle/year for the U.S. Ps data set. Horizontal dashed lines denote 

90%,95%, and 99% confidence limits from Monte Carlo simulations. Analysis is per

formed seperately using all months (solid), winter (DJF-dashed), and summer (JJA

not shown) seasons. Sampling fluctuations are more problematic in the seasonal 

analyses since there is a small ensemble of winter and summer averages. Significant 

peaks based on all months are found in the secular band (which averages on time scales 

greater than 46 years), a 20-26 yr interdecadal band, the 10-12 year quasidecadal band 

and interannual bands which may be associated with ENSO and quasi biennial pro

cesses. These peaks are robust with respect to performing the analysis dropping the 

first/last 10 years of data. The secular and quasidecadal peaks are observed during 

all seasons, while the interdecadal variations are distinctly a summer phenomenon. 

All but the latter peak are observed in the SVD variance spectrum resulting from a 

similar previous analysis of gridded global surface temperature anomaly data (10), 

the results of which are utilized in this study. 

FIG. 4 

rA GSL monthly differenced record (.6. V), lowpassed at 2 year frequency to show 

interannual and longer time scale variability, along with reconstructed signal using 

secular, and quasi-decadal (",11 year) components (units are m3 /month). The secular 

component explains a modest 1.5% of the total interannual variance ofthe 6. V record, 

w~ile the quasidecadal component explains a more sizeable'" 18%. The large fluctu-
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ations of the 1980s may be associated with constructive interference of quasidecadal 

and interannual oscillations. 

FIG. 5 

Multitaper reconstructions (4) of quasidecadal variations in 6.V (solid, in units of 

2.5.108 m3 /month) and annual sunspot numbers (dashed-vertical scale normalized to 

plot dimension). The spectral coherence (G2 = 0.03) between the two records in this 

frequency band is not even significant at the 50% level (15). The two signals clearly 

drift in phase relative to each other, and are not similarly amplitude modulated. The 

same holds for all of the other records analyzed with respect to sunspot variations. 

FIG. 6 

Quasidecadal U.S. Ps mode (dashed) in units of millibars (mb) and global tempera

ture modes (solid) projected onto GSL region. The temperature oscillation (shown in 

units of O.Ol°C) nearly vanishes locally in the GSL region (the spatial pattern of the 

signal is shown below), but is considerably higher-amplitude elsewhere in the U.S. 

Positive Ps anomalies are lagged about 90-1100 in phase relative to (small) positive 

temperature anomalies locally. 

FIG. 7 

Quasidecadal variations in 

a) 6.V (solid-units of 2.5 .108 m3/month), SLB-precipitation (dashed, units of 2.5 

mm/month), and BFH streamflow (dot-dashed, in units of 1.5 m3/s). 

b) SLB precipitation (solid, same units as above) and local projection of quasidecadal 

Ps mode (dashed, units of mb) 

Each of the above signals are mutually correlated at greather than> 95% confidence 

levels (15). Similar amplitude modulation and relatively constant phase-relationships 

are observed obetween different records, except when the envelopes pass near or 

through zero amplitude at which time background noise may obscure the under

lying signals. Phase discontinuities are observed during the 1930s and near 1960 in 

each record, but the oscillations are otherwise reasonably phase-coherent. The phase

discontinuity near 1960 is also observed in interdecadal temperature oscillations of 

rv 16-18 year period (10). 
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FIG. 8 

Large-scale quasidecadal climate pattern when precipitation and ~ V are maximum 

at GSL. Position of GSL is indicated by a small rectangle with the approximate di

'mensions of the lake. Ps is contoured in units of millibars (mb) with a peak-to-peak 

pattern amplitude of about 1.2 mb in this case. The silmultaneous projection of 

the quasidecadal global temperature mode (10) is shown with arrows proportional 

to peak-to-peak magnitude of anomaly. Rightward arrows indicate warm anomalies, 

while leftward arrows denote cold anomalies. Pattern maximum amplitude is I'V 0.6°C, 

with low-amplitude in the GSL region. It is worth noting that the temperature pat

tern largely cancels when averaged over the U.S. 

FIG. 9 

Secular trends of ~ V (dotted, units of 2.5.108 m3/month), SLB-precipitation (dashed, 

units of 2.5mm/month), and secular Ps (dot-dashed, mb) and temperature (solid, °C) 

modes projected onto GSL region. 

FIG. 10 

Large-scale pattern of secular modes. Pattern peak amplitude is -3.3 mb northeast 

of the GSL. Temperature trends are indicated by same convention as above, showing 

a spatially-varying warming trend. Maximum amplitude warming in the pattern is 

0.85°C off the mid-Atlantic coast, with moderate", 0.4 - 0.5°C warming over much 

of the great basin. 
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